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3. General rules and clarifications
  REMOVED:   If this is the first time you are reading the 
manual, it is recommended that you skip this chapter for now 
and play ‘The First Game’ as described in the separate booklet.

Units
  CHANGED:   Population tokens and cities are further referred 
to as ‘Units’. A population token counts as 1 unit point. A city 
counts as 5 unit points (or 5 units). Ships do not count as 
units.

  CHANGED:   If a playing piece is destroyed or removed from 
the board, it is never removed from the game but always 
returned to stock. Tokens that are placed on the board are 
always taken from stock and, unless clearly specified, are 
always placed with the colored side up.

  ADDED:   Barbarians and Pirates 
As the game evolves, eventually barbarian tokens and pirate 
cities will appear on the board as a result of calamities.

Archeological Succession Table (A.S.T.)
  CHANGED:   (page 9) Players start placing their succession 
marker covering the arrow on the left and after each turn, if 
players meet the requirements mentioned on top, they may 
move their succession marker 1 space to the right.

A.S.T.-ranking / A.S.T.-position
  CHANGED:   (page 9) ‘A.S.T.-ranking’ or ‘A.S.T.-order’ is 
specified as the vertical position on the list of civilizations as 
printed on the A.S.T., from the top to the bottom, irrespective 
of the horizontal position of succession markers. Smaller Civili-
zation numbers take priority over larger Civilization numbers.

4. settinG up the Game
  ADDED:   (page 11 additional rules for 5 and 6 players) These 
credits are not collected when playing ‘The Short Game’.

  CHANGED:   (page 12) When playing West (9 or 10 players):

  CHANGED:   (page 12) When playing East (9 or 11 players):

  ADDED:   (page 13 additional rules for 12 players) These 
credits are not collected when playing ‘The Short Game’.

  CHANGED:   (page 16) Mapboard 15 players ( 7 players West 
8 players East ). Assyria is considered East for this setup.

  CHANGED:   The image on page 18 led to confusion 
concerning the distinction between the Hellas and Minoa 
regions. The image is updated.
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  CLARIFIED:   On the Western Map, some of the population 
limit circles were not properly colored to indicate ownership:  
  •   Lemnos (east of the Hellas starting area) should belong to 

Minoa.
  •   Boeotia (south of the Hellas starting area) should belong 

to Hellas.
  •   Argos (south of Athens) should belong to Minoa.
  •   Ebusus (southeast of the Iberia starting area) should 

belong to Iberia. 

6. sequence of play
1b. Tax revolts
  ADDED:   If the beneficiary of a tax revolt has insufficient 
cities to replace a city, for the remaining city or cities a new 
beneficiary is selected. If all players have 9 cities on the board, 
any remaining cities affected by tax revolt are destroyed 
instead.

  CHANGED:   If 2 or more players are victims of a tax revolt, 
the tax revolts are resolved in A.S.T.-ranking order.

3. Movement
  CHANGED:   This phase is resolved in Census order. The player 
with the highest Census takes all of the actions in turn. After 
he has finished all steps in this phase, the player with the next 
highest censuscount takes all of these steps and so on, until all 
players have done so. A.S.T.-ranking order breaks ties. However, it 
is preferable that players move simultaneously if possible as this 
speeds up game play. All players may take their movement action 
as soon as they like, but players may insist to wait for their turn. 
As long as a player is busy moving, that player may revert any 
of his moved tokens when changing his mind. However, once the 
player declares his movement has ended he cannot change his 
movement. Barbarian tokens do not move.

  CHANGED:   Players may move each of their tokens on the 
board either 1 step to an area adjacent by land or onto a ship.

  CHANGED:   /   ADDED:   Ship contruction 
At any time during his Movement-phase, before, during or 
after moving his tokens, until the moment he declares his 
movement has ended, a player may choose to build ships. This 
can only be done in coastal areas containing 1 or more of his 
tokens. A player can built no more
than 4 ships per turn. There are 3 ways to build a ship:
  •   1. Pay 2 treasury tokens.
  •   2. Pay 1 treasury token and destroy 1 population token 

from the ship area.
  •   3. Destroy 2 tokens from the board, at least 1 of which is 

from the ship area.
A ship can be used the turn it is built.

  CHANGED:   /   ADDED:   Ship maintainence
As soon as a player wants to use a ship that was built during 
a previous turn, he must first either pay 1 treasury token or 
destroy one of his tokens from anywhere on the board for that 
ship. This can be done at any moment during his movement 
action before using the ship, and this may be decided for each 
ship independently at different moments during his movement 
action. He may also choose to maintain a ship this way and 
choose to not move it, or possibly move it later during his 
movement action. A player can only pay maintenance once per 
ship per turn this way. A player may choose not to maintain a 
ship this way and destroy it in order to rebuild it in the same 
turn. A player cannot voluntary destroy a ship that was built in 
the current turn or is maintained from previous turn in order 
to build it again in the same turn.

  ADDED:   (header) Ship movement
(note: the paragraph about ship movement itself has not 
changed)

  CHANGED:   Tip: Once a token or ship has moved or if you 
choose to not move it, flip it. After you have declared your 
movement has ended flip all your tokens and ships back to the 
colored side.

  CHANGED:   End of movement
As soon as a player declares his movement has ended, he 
must destroy all of his ships that were not built this turn or 
maintained this turn.

City building
  CHANGED:   Cities are only built in the City Construction- 
phase. However, in order to build a city, players must have 
at least 6 tokens in an area containing a city site during the 
Movement-phase. If, after a conflict, a player still has 6 or more 
tokens in an area he may build a city there in the appropriate 
phase. Players can also attempt to build a ‘wilderness city’ in an 
area without a city site, but in that case 12 tokens are required. 
Wilderness cities can never be built in areas with a population 
limit of ‘0’, regardless of holding any Civilization Advances.

  CHANGED:   /   ADDED:   Causing a conflict situation As 
soon as a player enters an area that contains 1 or more tokens 
belonging to other player(s) or barbarian tokens and as a result 
the population limit this exceeded, or the area contains an 
enemy city or a pirate city, this is considered ‘causing conflict’ 
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and in this case ‘a conflict situation’ occurs. This conflict 
situation may be avoided if the enemy player moves later and 
moves tokens out of the area afterward. In that case there is 
no longer a conflict situation in that area. The conflict itself, if 
occurring, is only resolved during Conflict-phase. ‘Entering an 
area’ is defined by either moving a token into the area by land, 
or a token disembarking a ship in the area. The movement 
of a ship (with or without tokens on it) into an area is not 
regarded as entering the area, attacking, or causing conflict. If 
players share an area and the population limit of the area is not 
exceeded, all tokens coexist and no conflict situation occurs in 
this area.

Attacking a city
  CHANGED:   As soon as a player enters an area containing 
an enemy city or a pirate city , this is considered ‘attacking the 
city’, regardless of the number of tokens used (even if it is 1). To 
successfully attack a city a player must move at least 7 tokens 
into the city area or the attack fails. ‘Attacking’ only applies to 
attacking a city; tokens can not be attacked.

Defending a city
  CHANGED:   A city under attack can be defended by 
moving tokens into the area, either before or after the attack. 
The defending player should of course regard the order of 
movement. Only during the Conflict-phase it will first result 
in a token conflict. It is not possible for two or more players to 
combine in attack; it will result in a token conflict between all 
players involved.

4. Conflict
Order of resolution in a Conflict-phase
  CHANGED:   There are 2 different types of conflict. Conflict 
between tokens is defined as ‘token conflict’. Conflict between 
tokens of a single player and a city is defined as ‘city attack’. A 
conflict between tokens of two or more players in an area that also 
contains a city is considered a ‘token conflict’. 
4a. All token conflicts are resolved before all city attacks are 
resolved. It is preferable to resolve all token conflicts simultane-
ously. Any foreseen surplus population may not be removed during 
the Conflictphase.
4b. Only after all token conflicts have been resolved, all city attacks 
must be resolved one at a time, in A.S.T.-ranking order of the 
defending players. Attacks on pirate cities are always resolved 
before any other city attacks. If more than 1 city belonging to a 
single player is attacked, he may choose the order.

The barbarians
  REMOVED:   As the game evolves, eventually barbarian tokens 
and pirate cities will appear on the board.    CHANGED:   For the 
purpose of the Conflict-phase only, other than clearly specified, all 
barbarian tokens and pirate cities are considered as if they would 
belong to a single player defined as ‘The Barbarians’. If a rule 
refers to players, this rule may refer to ‘The Barbarians’ as well. 
‘The Barbarians’ do not benefit from any Civilization Advances.

4a. Resolution of token conflicts
  CHANGED:   Token conflicts are resolved in ‘rounds of token 
removal’. For each area in which a token conflict occurs, players 
must count all tokens involved. In each round, the player 
having the minority must first remove 1 of his tokens. Next, 
the following player in minority order must remove 1 of his 
tokens from the area, and so on, until all players involved have 
done so, or until the token conflict has ended. If, at the start 
of a round of token removal, players have an equal number 
of tokens, these players must remove their tokens simultane-
ously. After each round of token removal, the check for token 
majority is done again and a new round of token removal 
starts, and so forth. The conflict in an area immediately ends 
as soon as at any moment the population limit is no longer 
exceeded or a single player is the only player occupying the area 
with tokens (even if he exceeds the population limit). A conflict 
may end before a full round of token removal is completed. 
Any excess tokens remain in the area. It may occur that by 
removing tokens simultaneously the area ends up depopulated 
or occupied by fewer tokens than the population limit. 
If a token conflict occurs in an area that also contains a city, 
the conflict ends as soon as only a single player has tokens in 
the area left. Any remaining tokens this way are not removed 
during token conflict, and this is considered a city attack. 
Removed tokens are returned to stock.

4b. Resolution of city attacks
  CHANGED:   For each city attack, first define whether the 
attack is successful or not. By default, an attack is successful 
if the attacker has at least 7 tokens in the area containing the 
enemy city. In the case of an unsuccessful attack, all tokens 
from the attacking player in the city area are destroyed.

Resolution of a successful city attack
  CHANGED:   A successful city attack is divided into 4 steps. 
Each city attack must be resolved completely, one at a time, in 
the following order:
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  CHANGED:   (fourth bullet) • As a result of the successful 
attack, the attacking player may also choose to gain up to 
3 treasury from his stock. The defending player’s treasury is 
unaffected.

Attacking a pirate city
  CHANGED:   If a pirate city is successfully attacked, the city 
is replaced by 6 barbarian tokens. The attacker cannot draw a 
trade card, but may still gain up to 3 treasury.

5a. City construction
  CHANGED:   • At least 12 tokens in an area without a city site 
(referred to as ‘wilderness city’). Cities cannot be built in an 
area with population limit ‘0’, regardless of holding any Civili-
zation Advances.

  CHANGED:   Each area can only contain 1 city. For each city 
built, the player removes all tokens from the area (irrespective 
of ownership) and places a city in the area from stock. All 
removed tokens are returned to stock. The maximum number 
of cities in play for any player is 9.

5c. City support and Reduction
  CHANGED:   After the player has removed all of his surplus 
population he must check for city support. By default a player’s 
city support rate is 2. This means that a player should have at 
least 2 tokens on the board for each of his cities on the board. 
For each city that he cannot support he should remove one city 
of his choice and replace it with tokens equal to the population 
limit of that area until he has sufficient city support. This is 
referred to as ‘Reducing a city’. If a player has built any cities 
this turn he must reduce these cities first. Any tokens newly 
gained through reduction immediately count for city support 
for other cities. 

6a. Drawing trade cards
  CHANGED:   All players draw trade cards equal to the 
number of cities on the board. First the player having the 
fewest number of cities on the board draws trade cards. Then 
the player with the next fewest number of cities on the board 
draws trade cards. A.S.T.-order break ties. Players with no cities 
draw no trade cards. Each player draws one trade card per 
stack, starting with stack #1 and in ascending order, until they 
reach the stack number that equals their number cities on the 
board.

6b. Additional purchases
  CHANGED:   After all players have drawn their regular trade 
cards, in the exact same order as step 6a, each player may 
choose to purchase any number of additional trade cards and/
or pass. A player may look at the card he just purchased before 
deciding to purchase another card or pass.

9. Calamity Resolution
  ADDED:   If a player is the primary victim of a calamity that 
forces to assign damage to secondary victims, he first selects these 
players before deciding where to take his own losses. For each 
calamity, preferably all victims of this calamity resolve this simul-
taneously, but players may insist waiting for their turn in  
A.S.T.-order if this might influence their choices. This may result in 
a primary victim taking his losses after a secondary victim.

9b. Major Calamities
  ADDED:   A large number of Civilization Advances have 
an impact on the resolution of calamities. Unless specified 
as ‘you may choose to’ all prevention attributes are applied 
automatically. 

Separate trade card blocks
  CHANGED:   A player cannot be selected as a secondary victim 
of a specific calamity during the same turn, when the player:

  REMOVED:   - is the beneficiary of a calamity with the same 
name during the same turn.

  ADDED:   If 2 players reveal calamities of the same name, these 
2 calamities are preferably resolved simultaneously as they may 
influence choices made by all victims. In this case, all secondary 
victims, if applicable, are first selected before taking the actual 
damage. However, the primary victims may insist resolving them 
entirely in A.S.T.-order. Secondary victims of the second calamity 
may insist waiting for the first copy to be resolved before resolving 
the second, even if they are higher on the A.S.T. than one or more 
victims of the first calamity.

  ADDED:   If 2 copies of a calamity are revealed, canceling one 
copy does not necessarily cancel the second copy. A check for 
canceling the second copy may be done after fully resolving the 
first of two copies this way.

  ADDED:   When selecting the beneficiary or secondary victim of 
a Tradeable Calamity, players may choose from players of either 
block. A player may still become the beneficiary of a tradeable 
calamity, if he also is the primary victim of a calamity of the same 
name. 
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11. Remove Surplus Population
  CHANGED:   Each player must check for and remove any 
surplus population and consequently do a check for city 
support and, if needed, reduce any cities following the same 
rules as in phase 5b and 5c.

In those rare occasions that there is a conflict situation at 
this point, it is resolved as if it were a conflict, following the 
exact same rules as phase 4 before doing a check for surplus 
population and city support.

12. Civilization Advances Acquisition
  ADDED:   Keep in mind the hand limit of trade cards that is 
mentioned above which must be regarded at the end of this 
phase.

  CHANGED:   Once a player purchases a Civilization Advance 
he immediately receives the credit tokens printed on it. Credit 
tokens are not used as a singleuse credit; players keep any credit 
tokens obtained for the remainder of the game. Players cannot 
use credit tokens during the same turn that they receive them.

  ADDED:   Civilization Advances are acquired in a single trans-
action. Credit tokens count for each Civilization Advance of the 
same color/group acquired during the same turn.

  CHANGED:   Example 2: Flo has bought ‘Pottery’ (60 orange 
crafts) and ‘Masonry’ (60 orange crafts) in a previous turn. He 
now holds 20 orange credits, 5 green credits and 5 blue credits. He 
wants to buy ‘Agriculture’ (120 orange crafts). He may subtract 
the 20 orange credits and ‘Pottery’ provides 10 additional credits to 
‘Agriculture’ alone. Therefore he may buy it for 90 rather than 120. 
It will provide him with an additional 10 orange credit tokens, so 
next turn he could subtract 30 from all orange cards.

  ADDED:   A player cannot spend more treasury tokens than 
required. 

8. card-specific rules - the calamities
Separate trade card blocks
  CHANGED:   A player cannot be selected as a secondary victim 
of a specific calamity during the same turn, when the player:

  REMOVED:   - is the beneficiary of a calamity with the same 
name during the same turn.

  ADDED:   If 2 players reveal calamities of the same name, these 
2 calamities are preferably resolved simultaneously as they may 
influence choices made by all victims. In this case, all secondary 
victims, if applicable, are first selected before taking the actual 
damage. However, the primary victims may insist resolving them 
entirely in A.S.T.-order. Secondary victims of the second calamity 
may insist waiting for the first copy to be resolved before resolving 
the second, even if they are higher on the A.S.T. than one or more 
victims of the first calamity.

  ADDED:   If 2 copies of a calamity are revealed, canceling one 
copy does not necessarily cancel the second copy. A check for 
canceling the second copy may be done after fully resolving the 
first of two copies this way.

  ADDED:   When selecting the beneficiary or secondary victim of 
a Tradeable Calamity, players may choose from players of either 
block. A player may still become the beneficiary of a tradeable 
calamity, if he also is the primary victim of a calamity of the same 
name.

  CHANGED:   ‘To pay treasury’ means that the player may volun-
tarily transfer exactly this amount of treasury to stock in order to 
prevent a calamity effect. If the player cannot comply, he cannot 
use this ability and no treasury tokens are moved to stock this 
way.

  ADDED:   Unless clearly specified, if a primary victim assigns 
damage to a secondary victim, the secondary victim may choose 
where to remove tokens and/or cities.

  ADDED:   Unless clearly specified, a calamity has no beneficiary 
by default.

  ADDED:   If a calamity is canceled due to ‘no legal target’, this 
is only checked for during calamity resolution. The calamity still 
counts as a calamity during Calamity Selection-phase.

Insufficient units, cities or treasury
  CHANGED:   If for any reason, as a result of a calamity, a 
player has insufficient cities or tokens to remove, treasury 
tokens to loose, commodity cards to discard, or specific units 
where requested, he removes or uses whatever he has available 
to comply.

Tempest
  CHANGED:   Take 2 damage in total from coastal areas of 
your choice and lose 5 treasury.
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City in flames
  CHANGED:   Destroy 1 of your cities. You may choose to pay 
10 treasury tokens to prevent this.

Banditry
  CHANGED:   Discard 2 commodity cards of your choice. For 
each card you must discard, you may choose to pay 4 treasury 
tokens to prevent it.

  ADDED:   Water commodities may be used.

Flood
  CHANGED:   If you have no units on a flood plain, take 5 
damage in total from coastal areas of your choice instead.

Civil War
  ADDED:   If the primary victim cannot make the exact selection, 
the rule may be broken in the following way: 1. In each area all 
units belonging to the primary victim must be selected. 2. The 
areas selected must be adjacent to each other. 3. The selected units 
must be exactly the number to comply. 4. The beneficiary must be 
able to annex all units in the combination selected. 

Barbarian Hordes
  CHANGED:   No trade cards are drawn and no pillage occurs as 
a result of successful city attacks.

  ADDED:   To determine whether a city attack would be 
successful, strategic choices based on Civilization Advanced held by 
the victim should not be considered. 

Cyclone
  CHANGED:   Select the open sea area that has the largest 
number of your cities in areas directly adjacent to it. Select 
3 of these cities. All other players with cities in areas directly 
adjacent to the same open sea area must select 2 of their cities 
in areas adjacent to the open sea area as well.
  If you hold ‘Trade Empire’, you must select  
1 additional city in an area adjacent to the open sea area.
After selecting:

 If you hold ‘Masonry’, unselect 1 of your selected cities.
 If you hold ‘Calendar’, unselect 2 of your selected cities.

Reduce all selected cities

In case of a tie the primary victim choose the Cyclone area. If, 
at the moment of resolving Cyclone, the primary victim has no 
coastal cities directly adjacent to any open sea area (before taking 
into account any prevention effects) then the calamity is canceled. 
Note that while ‘Masonry’ and ‘Calendar’ may prevent reduction, 

this does not prevent Cyclone from occurring, nor does it cancel the 
Cyclone for any secondary victims.

Tyranny
  ADDED:   If the beneficiary cannot make the exact selection, the 
rule may be broken in the following way: 1. In each area all units 
belonging to the primary victim must be selected. 2. The areas 
selected must be adjacent to each other. 3. The selected units must 
be exactly the number to comply. 4. The beneficiary must be able 
to annex all units in the combination selected.

Iconoclasm & Heresy
  ADDED:   If, at the moment of resolving Iconoclasm & Heresy, 
the primary victim has no cities (before taking into account 
any prevention effects) then the calamity is canceled. Note that 
while ‘Philosophy’, ‘Theology’ and/or ‘Theocracy’ may prevent 
some or all city reduction for the primary victim, this does not 
prevent the calamity for any secondary victims.

Piracy
  ADDED:   If, at the moment of resolving Piracy, the primary 
victim has no coastal cities (before taking into account any 
prevention effects) then the calamity is canceled.

9. card-specific rules - civilization 
advances
The following images reflect corrected versions of 6 Civilization 
Advances. and their representation in the rulebook.
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Calendar
  ADDED:   If you are a victim of Cyclone, you must first select 
the required number of affected cities by flipping the cities (either 
1, 2 or 3). If you hold Trade Empire this number is increased by 
1. If you have insufficient cities directly adjacent to the affected 
open sea area, you select all of those cities. Calendar consequently 
permits you to unselected up to 2 of your selected cities. Then you 
must reduce all your remaining selected cities (if any). 

Cultural Ascendancy
  ADDED:   Barbarian tokens are unaffected by ‘Cultural 
Ascendancy’.

  CHANGED:   Italicized bullet: “Special Effects” should be 
“Special Abilities phase” .

  CHANGED:   An opponent moving a single token in an area 
that would result in conflict if it stays there is considered 
‘causing a conflict’, even if in case of a city attack the attack 
would be unsuccessful.

  ADDED:   Attacking a city is considered ‘causing conflict’, even if 
the attack is performed by a single token.

Diaspora
  ADDED:   Placing a token in an area containing a city is not 
allowed, except for your own city if you hold Public Works. In 
areas that only contain your tokens Agriculture may be regarded.

Diplomacy
  ADDED:   Barbarian tokens are unaffected by ‘Diplomacy’.

  CHANGED:   Italicized bullet: “Special Effects” should be 
“Special Abilities phase” .

Engineering
  CHANGED:   Other players or barbarians require 8 tokens 
to successfully attack your cities. Your cities are then replaced 
by 7 tokens. This does not apply if the attacking player holds 
Engineering.

  CHANGED:   You require 6 tokens to successfully attack other 
player’s cities or pirate cities. Their cities are then replaced by 
5 tokens. This does not apply if the defending player holds 
Engineering. 

Fundamentalism
  CHANGED:   10 credit points towards Religion (not Science).

Library
  CHANGED:   You may discount the cost of 1 other Civilization 
Advance that you purchase in the same turn as Library by 40 
points.

Masonry
  ADDED:   If you are a victim of Cyclone, you must first select the 
required number of affected cities by flipping the cities (either1, 
2 or 3). If you hold Trade Empire this number is increased by 
1. If you have insufficient cities directly adjacent to the affected 
open sea area, you select all of those cities. Masonry consequently 
permits you to unselected 1 of your selected cities. Then you must 
reduce all your remaining selected cities (if any). 

Mathematics
  CHANGED:   10 Credits towards Civics (not 5) , 10 towards 
Crafts (not 5), 10 towards Religion (not 5).

Mining
  ADDED:   When using treasury tokens to purchase Civili-
zation Advances you may exceed the purchase price by exactly 
1 this way. 
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Monarchy
  ADDED:   (as printed on the card) : 
“  TYRANNY: The Beneficiary selects and annexes 5 additional 
unit points.”

  ADDED:   - If an increase in tax rate would result in a tax revolt, 
you may still choose to do so.

Mysticism
  ADDED:   “ ” in front of SUPERSTITION.

Mythology
  CHANGED:   10 credit points towards Religion (not Civics), 5 
credits towards Arts (not Religion).

Politics
  CHANGED:   5 credit points towards Religion (not Science).

  CHANGED:   SPECIAL ABILITY: You may choose one of two 
options: 1) Gain up to 5 treasury tokens from stock. 2) Annex 
all units in an area adjacent by land to your units. Pay treasury 
tokens equal to the number of unit points annexed, or the 
effect is canceled. Barbarian tokens, pirate cities and units 
belonging to players holding Politics or Cultural Ascendancy are 
unaffected.

  ADDED:   The treasury tokens paid are put into your own stock. 
The treasury or stock of the victim is unaffected.

Roadbuilding
  ADDED:   Attacking a city is considered ‘causing conflict’ or being 
in a ‘conflict situation’, even if the attack is performed by a single 
token.

Sculpture
  ADDED:   “ ” in front of TYRANNY.

Universal Doctrine
  ADDED:   The barbarian tokens may come from more than one 
area.

Theocracy
  CHANGED:   (as printed on the card) :  
“a city” > “ the city”. 

  ADDED:   Using this ability prevents your cities from being 
reduced, but does not cancel the secondary effect of Iconoclasm  
& Heresy. Water commodities may be used.

Wonder of the World
  ADDED:   Acquiring this additional card is considered 
purchasing for 0 treasury during additional purchases.

the short Game
  ADDED:   For games with 5, 6 and 12 players using ‘The Short 
Game’ scenario’, players do not get an additional 5 or 10 credit 
tokens of each color at the start of the game as described in 
chapter 4. These additional credits are only used when playing 
a full game.

the first Game-booklet
  ADDED:   (page 3 - Movement) By default, all players resolve 
this phase simultaneously.

  CHANGED:   (page 4) This process is repeated until the 
conflict ends.

CHANGED: (page 4) By default players move simultane-
ously, but players with fewer tokens on the map may insist 
on waiting for players with a higher number of tokens on the 
map. This number is represented on the census track. In the 
case of a tie (which is the case in this example), consult the 
A.S.T.-order. The order is from top to bottom, so the player 
lower on the list may insist on waiting for the player higher on 
the A.S.T.

  CHANGED:   (page 5) When building a city all population in 
that area is removed, and once an area contains a city it can no 
longer support population tokens.

  CHANGED:   (page 5) Any ship left over from the previous 
turn requires an upkeep of 1 token to be sacrificed from 
anywhere on the board, before it can be used.

  CHANGED:   (page 6) Once an area contains a city, it can no 
longer support population tokens.

  ADDED:   (page 9) In each trade transaction only two players 
can be involved at a time.

Note:
Various minor changes in wordings are not covered in this errata. 
Due to the changes made, some of the content in the rulebook may 
have shifted to a different page.


